Medievality and the Chinese
sense of History
Timotfiy Brook*
The concept of a medieval period is problematic for China. Europeans
formulated it after the medieval period was over, to identify a past they
felt they had transcended, whereas the Chinese did not regularly periodise
the past in this way. A few writers made use of ’middle periods’ to
organise the past, but congruence between their and the European model
is never more than coincidence. The approach taken in this article is,

instead,

to

ask whether the Chinese, prior

to

the twentieth century,

developed a sense of history capable of qualitatively discriminating between
present and past in the way, or to the degree, that allowed Europeans to
’discover’ their medieval period?
Using criteria inspired by Peter Burke’s study of Renaissance historiography, this article notes that Chinese historians by the seventeenth century,
and in some respects long before, met and even surpassed the standards
that Burke sets for a self-conscious sense of the past, but without generating
a medieval period. Critical skills in history improved over time, but they
were not linked to the sort of transformation suggested for Renaissance
Europe. That Chinese historians did not ’find’ a medieval period indicates
that the medieval may be little more than an ideological category in the
service of the European teleology of the modern. It also signals the
difficulty of establishing a specific category of medievality to which all
parts of the world can be related. Rather than generalising the concept of
medievality, comparative historians of the medieval period might be
better advised to look outward from Europe and become conscious of
synchronic trends and events elsewhere if they wish to build a more global
understanding of what happened in medieval Europe and the world.
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This article is

reflection on what relationship, if any, the concept of
medievality might have to China. This question is not often posed
within the western historiography of China, which conventionally
characterises the period of Chinese history from the second century
B.C. to the turn of the twentieth century as ’imperial’. Nor is it one that
Chinese historiography in this century has thought to ask, given its
overwhelming commitment to placing China (of roughly the same
period) within the teleological domain of the Marxist rubric of ’feudalism’.’ But as historians within China and beyond struggle to escape
from the strong constraints of national/nationalist historiography and
develop a more inclusive, world-based approach to patterns of change
in historical social formations, the question arises both in a comparative sense (’How were parts of the world similar to or different from
other parts during the European medieval period?’) and in a worldsystemic sense (’How did parts of the world interact with, influence,
and find themselves formed by other parts of the world during the
European medieval period?’).
The relevance of the medieval to the history of China is a difficult
one to phrase. It disappears if we choose not to privilege this Europebased designation for the period before and after the end of the first
millennium (a manoeuvre widely undertaken by national historiographies
since the 1930s on behalf of ’feudalism’) and reserve it solely for the
use of Europeans for their own history. Yet to grant the particular
term ’medieval’ jurisdiction over the entirety of human civilisation
during Europe’s medieval period seems merely to turn the question
into an assertion and substitute labelling for the generation of genuine
knowledge. An inclusive history requires a more sensitive regard for
the relevance of the experiences of places that are not European to the
process of historical generalisation. The question might be more productively phrased in terms of asking whether it is possible to conceive
of a global medieval period on the basis of a broad understanding of
world-economic and world-political forces, and then to consider
China’s position within it. The ever-growing field of world history is
working toward this goal, but it is still a work in progress. In the
a

’
The adoption of the designation of ’feudalism’ for the period of Chinese history
between roughly the fifth century B.C. and the Opium War by Chinese social theorists
and historians is explored in Timothy Brook, ’Capitalism and the Writing of Modern
History in China’, in Gregory Blue et al., China and Capitalism: Genealogies of Sinological Knowledge, Cambridge, 1998.
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interim, I will, in this article, undertake the more modest comparative
exercise of examining the Chinese sense of history in relation to the
European sense of history that generated the notion of medievality
after the medieval period was over.
Before embarking on this exercise, it might be useful to reflect on
what we mean when we speak of the ’medieval’. Medievality is a
concept of in-betweenness. It identifies a segment of time, and invokes
an array of institutions and practices associated with that time that are
off both from where we believe we began and where we think we
stand now. Medievality always denotes absence, for the medieval can
never exist in the lived present, nor can it assume the status of a
foundational classical age. It is where Europeans, and historians of
other cultures subject to the influences of European historiography,
locate the time between then and now, and for which they have
cut

constructed

causal chains designed to bridge the two. Not being
the
medieval
becomes implicitly a mode of delayed developpresent,
a
in
the teleologies of reason and modernity were, if
which
ment, phase
not stalled or reversed, then at least suspended. In place of the usual
forward motion of history are found patterns of work and thought
different from the modern world. These patterns are not considered as
having contributed directly to the constitution of the modern, postmedieval world (although, of course, contemporary historians are
constantly working against this judgement as they continually rewrite
the history of almost all areas of medieval social and intellectual life).
The medieval world has been situated within a location that separates
it in time and meaning from the present.
Knowledge that the medieval world existed is, of course, historiographical rather than historical knowledge. Indeed, modern historiography relies on the existence of a medieval period, both conceptually
and historically, for its own meaning. Conceptually, it created the
medieval world as a foil for identifying the modern, as a state of social
being that Europeans had to transcend in order to achieve modernity.
Through the medieval, historiography assigned modern history its
purpose, which has been to celebrate that transcendence. Historically,
historiography looks back to the transition to the Renaissance as
marking the emergence of a modern sense of history that has consciously
rejected the methods and interpretations that dominate medieval
chronicles. The transition from the medieval to the modern world is
made to serve as the significant moment at which Europeans began to
think about the past in methodologically rigorous and consistent ways.
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The medieval is therefore an absent ’middle’ period and also the
product of a particular way of conceiving of history.
Is there a Chinese concept of the medieval? A simplistic way to deal
with this question would be to ask whether Chinese used the concept
of a ’middle’ period in their chronographies (the mapping of past
events into distinct periods on the basis of perceived commonalities)
prior to its extensive refashioning under European influences in this
century. But we shall consider the question nonetheless. Did the
Chinese periodise their past in terms of a ’middle’ period, and what
might that have signified?
The Chinese have been organising the past into meaningful stages
since at least the Zhou dynasty in the first millennium B.C. What is
distinctive about Chinese periodisations compared to those that Europeans constructed around the experience of capitalism is that the
former did not conceive of time as an upward slope toward the
realisation of what was only potential in the past. The habit of premodern periodisation schemes, in China as elsewhere,2 was to track
time as a sequence of steps descending from a greater past to a
diminished present, not as a process of upward movement from an
unenlightened past to a more glorious future. This sense of secular
decline was modulated in Chinese culture by notions of cycle and
recurrence, but cyclic return was not invoked to recapture the greatness of antiquity.
Chinese writers have tended most often to divide time into two
categories, past (gu) and present (//~). This distinction was usually
made for the rhetorical purpose of contrasting the shortcomings of the
present age with the wisdom and completeness of the past.’ For the
most part, the past was not regarded as chronological terrain much in
need of differentiation. Sometimes a more specific referent would be
cited, such as invoking the memory of the greatest ancient sage-rulers
in order to contrast ’the time of the Three August Ones’ (sanhuang zhi
shi), when everything was perfectly ordered, with ’this tag-end generation’ (moshi), as Wang Chong did.~ But the contrast among polemical
2

On the Greek concept of the past, which had many parallels with the early Chinese
see Van Groningen, In the Grip of the Past: Essay on an Aspect of Greek Thought,

view,

Leiden, 1953.
3

For e.g.,

Zhang Shitong (ed.),

annotated), Shanghai,

Xun

zi jianzhu (The writings of Xun Kuang briefly

1974: 131-32.

4

Wang Chong, Lun heng (
Weighed Judgements
), Shanghai, 1974: 281-82. Wang
Chong did not subscribe as strongly to the notion that the present is inferior to the past,
for he was willing to argue that the Han was the equal of any sage dynasty (292-94). The
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usually binary, there being no rhetorical value to
middle
marking
phase between good and evil.
An older and perhaps stronger tradition regarded the transition
from the distant past to the present as a process rather than a rupture.
’The Great Treatise’ appended to the Book of Changes, which was
possibly written as early as the fifth century B.C. but enshrines aspects
of more ancient thought, divides the past into ’high antiquity’ (shanggu,
the time of the mythical sage emperors) and ’later ages’ (houshi). It
further subdivides the ’later ages’ into ’middle antiquity’ (zhonggu),
the era of the founders of the Zhou house in the twelfth century B.C.
(when the Book of Changes was thought to have been compiled), and
’lower antiquity’ (xiagu), the six centuries between the Zhou founders
and the time of the text.5 This periodisation caught the imagination of
later writers, such as legalist philosopher Han Fei in the third century
B.c. Han regarded ’lower antiquity’ as stretching back to include the
Shang and Xia dynasties in the second millennium B.C., ’middle antiquity’ as the time of the mythical emperor Yu, and ’high antiquity’ as
the most distant conceivable beginnings of civilisation. The purpose
behind this chronography was to lend substance to a portrait of
decadence. ’High antiquity’ was a time when men ’strove for moral
virtue’, ’middle antiquity’ when they ’sought out wise schemes’ (good,
but not as good as striving for moral virtue), and the decadent present
when men merely ’vie to be known for strength and spirit’.66
The naturalist philosopher Dong Zhongshu, in the second century
B.C., placed this sort of tripartite structure of long-term change within
a cyclical rather than linear process by linking human affairs to the
circulation of the elements. According to this pattern, each of the great
past dynasties of Xia, Shang and Zhou became one phase in a larger
three-phase cycle of change. Dong’s own dynasty, the Han, was starting
the cycle again. The wise ruler was advised not to imitate the policies
of the preceding dynasty, the cosmological foundations :of which had
been superseded, but to take as his model the correlative dynasty in
Confucians

was

some

moshi was later adopted by Buddhists to speak of the final ten thousand years of
the Buddha kalpa, when the dharma was in decline, and in that context carried a much
term

more

negative connotation.

5

Richard Wilhelm (trans.), The I-Ching or Book of Changes, Princeton, 1968: 328,
345. ’The Great Treatise’ also recognises a phase prior to high antiquity that it calls
’primitive times’.
6
Chen Qiyou (ed.), Han Fei zi jishi (Collected explications on the writings of Master
Han Fei), Shanghai, 1974: 1040-42.
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the previous

cycle,

in this

case

the Xia. For historian Zhao Yi

( 1727-1814), this model of correlating historical events to cosmological
old method that predates Confucius’.’7
~Dong’s reformulation of a three-phase pattern did not push aside
the more conventional tripartite division of linear time into a revered
classical past, an eroded middle period and a debased present. Later
writers continued to invoke the Book of Changes model by adjusting
the dating and division of periods to allow for the increasing distance
between known antiquity and the increasingly later present. The
eminent Tang historiographer Liu Zhiji (661-721) expanded the scope
of ’high antiquity’ down to include the Western Zhou and moved the
other periods further in time. He regarded the Eastern Zhou as
’antiquity’ and the Han dynasty (207 B.c.-220 c.E.) as ’middle antiquity’. The intervening five centuries between the Han and the present
he called ’recent antiquity’ or ’the period of antiquity proximate [to
the present]’ (jingu).8 Later historians followed Liu’s judgement that
the administrative centralisation of China was the major turning point
in Chinese history, most dating it to the founding of the original
unifying dynasty of the Qin in 221 B.C., when centralised appointment
to administrative units (junxian) replaced enfeoffment on feudal
domains (fengiian). Seventeenth century thinkers such as Huang Zongxi
( 1610-16~5 ) and Gu Yanwu ( 16I2-1682) enlarged the significance of
this distinction by arguing for reviving certain enfeoffment procedures
to limit the authority of the emperor. Gu regarded the fengjian period
before 221 s.c. as ’antiquity’ and the junxian period as ’the later age’,
dispensing with a middle period altogether.9
Early in the twentieth century, Xia Zengyou ( 1863-1924) invoked
Liu Zhiji’s periods of high, middle and recent antiquity when he wrote
his early ’modern’ history of China, ’High antiquity’ extended from

change ’is

an

7
Zhao Yi, Nianer shi zhaji (Reading notes on the twenty-two histories), 1799: 2.12a.
Dong Zhongshu’s views of history are surveyed in Fung Yu-lan, A History of Chinese
Philosophy, Princeton, 1953, Vol. 2: 55-84. Fung observes: ’This concept of the
interrelationship between man and the physical universe makes of history a "divine
comedy". Utterly lacking though it be in historical reality, we must at least admit that it
consitutes a systematic philosophy of history’ (p. 71).
8
E.G. Pulleybank, ’Chinese Historical Criticism: Liu Chih-chi and Ssu-ma Kuang’,
in W.G. Beasley and E.G. Pulleybank (eds), Historians of China and Japan, London,

1971: 148.
9

jishi (A record of knowledge gained day by day, with collected
political significance of the debate is discussed
Tu-ki, National Polity and Local Power, Cambridge, Mass., 1989: 92-99.

Gu Yanwu, Rizhi lu

explications), Shanghai,
in Min

1985: 3.73. The
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the early mythic period of the Xia and Shang dynasties (he was among
the first to treat the traditional accounts of early Chinese history as
myth rather than historical record) down to Qin unification in 221
B.C., ’middle antiquity’ lasted to the end of the Tang in the tenth
century, ’recent antiquity’ extended from the Song dynasty to the end
of the Qing in 1911.’° Unlike the logic of the original model, these
periods were not steps in a systematic decline (though he did view the
Manchu and Mongol influences on China’s recent antiquity negatively)
but sectors of a level terrain. Xia’s chronology nonetheless broached
the possibility of treating roughly the first millennium of the centralised
state as a distinct medieval period. This was an opening that became
popular in Japanese sinology, although it did not catch on among their
Chinese counterparts, for by this time the growing influence of European periodisation schemes was inducing Chinese intellectuals to stage
the past in ways intended to conform with what was perceived to be
the transhistorical logic that European history best demonstrated. The
overlap between Xia’s model and Liu Zhiji’s was not taken up within
Chinese academic circles and ended up amounting to little more than
an exercise in labelling. No theory of a middle period emerged, and no
convergence between a medieval China and a medieval Europe was

developed.&dquo;
Searching for the medieval through correspondence of language is
thus unlikely to be productive of new historical knowledge. At best it
turns up intriguing coincidences, nothing more. I would propose
dealing with the concept of medievality in a different way, not as a
category of time but as a product of a particular orientation of
ever

10

(ed.), Zhongguo shixue fazhan shi (A History of the Development of
Historiography), Zhengzhou, 1987: 435-36.
One other early perodisation scheme, which appears prescient from our perspecshi
(
tive, was proposed in the Han dynasty by Yuan Kang. Yuan distinguished four ages )
Yin Da

Chinese
11

the basis of the materials from which weapons were made. The age of stone, which
could break, but not cut wood, he associated with the mythical Shen Zong, who
innovated agriculture. The age of jade, which could cut wood, was the time of the
Yellow Emperor. The age of bronze, when the emperor Yu lived, provided him with the
material he needed to construct the extensive hydraulic systems associated with his
name. Finally, Yuan’s own time (the Han) he called the age of iron, noting that iron had
facilitated China’s unification under the Qin dynasty. Although Yuan anticipated by
seventeen centuries the European division of early human history into the four ages of
palaeolothic, neolithic, bronze and iron ages, his formulation did not engage the
attention of later scholars, who generally preferred the notion of segmented antiquity in
the Book of Changes. See Wei Juxian, Zhongguo kaoguxue shi (A History of Chinese
Archaeology), Shanghai, 1937: 57.
on
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historical imagination. What produced the medieval period in European historiography was the development of a certain critical or
’objective’ sense of history that made possible distinctions of past and
present-between medieval and modern-not previously drawn. The
capacity ’to recognise how much other ages differed from our own’,’2
in Herbert Butterfield’s formulation, had to be developed in order for
the medieval to become visible as a ’different’ age. What then of
China? Did Chinese prior to the twentieth century ever develop a
sense of history capable of qualitatively discriminating between the
present and past in the way, or to the degree, that allowed Europeans
to ’discover’ that Europe had been ’medieval’ after that period was
over?

To pursue this exercise, I shall draw on Peter Burke’s work of three
decades ago on what he called ’the sense of the past’ that emerged in
the southern European Renaissance. Burke suggests that a sense of the
past can be evaluated by examining the degree to which history takes
into account three factors: a sense of anachronism, an awareness of
evidence (which he equates in importance with the development of
scientific method in Europe), and an interest in causation. To these I
would add a fourth, a sense of spatial variation. Burke argues that the
presence of these factors in historical writing depends on ’a sense of
the past being different in quality from the present’.’3 By the same
token, their absence signals a belief that the past is continuous with the
present and can be reconstituted without mediation and with little
concession to differences of place, time or custom. According to
Burke, it was with this consciousness that the medieval chroniclers
wrote history, and it was because of this that their sense of the past was
inferior to that of Renaissance historians. Renaissance history, by
contrast, was infused with a critical spirit that sought explanations
based on something larger than individual motives and something
more specific than the will of God or the hand of fate, and relied on
the careful assaying of evidence and logic to formulate these explanations. Working in this vein demanded a process of discrimination
between past and present that effectively compartmentalised the past
and rendered it identifiable as something other than here and now.
Although this is not an argument that Burke makes, it was the Renaissance sense of the past that rendered the medieval period conceivable
and available for contemplation as a coherent stage of time.
12
"

Herbert Butterfield, The Whig Interpretation of History, New York, 1965: 36.
Peter Burke, The Renaissance Sense of the Past, London, 1969: 1.
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Burke

parative
method
it

turns to

historiography as the most promising comfinding a body of historical knowledge and

Chinese

instance for

equal to that of the Renaissance sense of the past, but he finds

wanting. After reviewing the considerable achievements of Chinese

he nonetheless concludes that the Chinese ’lacked a
of the past because they believed in trddition’.1’ Adherence to
that tradition disposed them to identify with the past rather than mark
it off as separable from the present, and therefore to remain within the
conceptual framework of the Confucian present. He also finds the
bureaucratic context in which official history was written as having
narrowed the range of subjects and precluded the formulation of
explanations other than those that ’examine the effects’ of government,
which is what histories within the Confucian tradition were supposed
to do.15 A closer look at Chinese historical records suggests that this
judgement deserves some modification.
If we go back to the pre-imperial and early imperial era, what Burke
sees as the shortcomings of medieval history can indeed be noted there
as well. The motive for historical writing then is the praise and blame
of exemplary individuals, both good and evil, rather than the investigation of causes. Anachronism is rife: in the Zuo zhuån commentary to
the Spring and Autumn Annals of roughly the third century B.C., for
example, the sage-emperor Shun puts Gun to death for failing to
preserve his sacrificial temple. 16 The anachronism is in the author’s
reliance on the institution of the sacrificial temple, which was not
present in the third millennium B.C., to explain Gun’s execution.
Other writers at the time, such as Han Fei, were willing to argue that
’past and present have different customs; and new and old adopt
different measures’.&dquo; In general, however, the notion of the past as
significantly different from the present (rather than simply better) was
not widely accepted. Within the emerging Confucian mainstream at
the beginning of the imperial era, the world of the past looked much
like the world of the present: Dong Zhongshu’s model of the threephase cycle that repeated itself every three dynasties provided a model

historiography,
sense

Ibid.: 146.
14
15
Li Baotai’s preface, Zhao Yi, Nianer shi zbaji (Reading notes on the twenty-two
histories), 1799.
16
James Legge (trans.), The Chinese Classics, Vol. 5: The Ch’un Ch’ew with the Tso
Chuan: 491. The anachronism here is pointed out by Sarah Allan, The Heir and the Sage:
Dynastic Legend in Early China, San Francisco, 1981: 65.
17
Burton Watson (trans.), Basic Writings of Hshn Tzu, Mo Tzu, and Har Fei Tzu,
New York, 1967: 101.
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for the intimate linking of past and present that Han Confucians found
Even Shi ji (Records of the Grand Historian), the comprehensive survey of all known history by the greatest historian of the
Han dynasty, Sima Qian (145-186 B.C.), was shaped in its conceptualisation of cause and recurrence by the cyclical model of dynastic
change. When Sima descends from a grand explanation by cyclical
recurrence to offer a mid-level generalisation about the fall of the Qin
dynasty, he resorts to moral judgement: the Qin fell ’because it failed
to rule with humanity and righteousness, and did not realise that the
power to attack and the power to attain what one had thereby won are
not the same. &dquo; The event gets read as an affirmation of certain
cultural truths rather than the outcome of specific historical conditions.
There is a tendency for spatial difference and the explanations given to
account for it to resort to the same practice. Thus, the best argument
that Ban Gu (32-92), author of the successor-work to Shi ji, could
offer for the differences between the Han people and the Xiongnu
nomads on the north-west border was to observe that these were
’because of their nature given them by heaven’.’9 Difference was
relegated to the realm of non-explanation and uniformity rather than
variability taken as the norm.
Where the early imperial historians are impressive is in their use of
evidence. Both Ban Gu and Sima Qian stand out in this regard. A
modern scholar has identified eighty-two works that Sima cites by
name in his Shi ji, exclusive of many more short works such as essays,
letters, and memorials .20 These sources Sima uses critically, for in the
short codas at the end of most of the chapters he often explains his
reasons for disagreeing with variant interpretations in other sources.
Also, his sense of what constitutes admissible evidence is broad, for he
is willing to rely on oral testimony and physical remains to substantiate
facts. To write the biography of Han Xin, a general who served the
Han dynasty but was later executed for treason, Sima went to the
man’s native area, talked to local people about him, and even went to
look at his mother’s grave, which the locals told him had been laid o-at on
a scale that bespoke a man of high ambitions. 21 What is disappointing

persuasive.

18

Shi ji: 1965; Burton Watson (trans.), Records of the Grand Historian of
York, 1961: 33.
Ban Gu, Han shu (History of the Han dynasty), Beijing, 1975: 3743.
Jin Dejian, Sima Qian Suojian Shu Kao (Notes on What Sima Qian Saw), Shanghai,
Sima Qian,

China,
19

20

New

1963: 3-21.
21
Sima Qian,

Shi ji, Beijmg,

1973: 2629-30;

Watson, Records of the Grand Historian:

232.
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about Ban Gu by comparison is that he tends to use the codas at the
ends of his chapters to reflect on the moral lessons to be learned,
rather than the evidence on the basis of which he compiled his
account; even so, his bibliographic treatise, which was based on the
holdings of the imperial library, signals a monumental grasp of the
written sources available in the Later Han dynasty.
The sense that sources need to be scrutinised and, if possible,
checked with other sources thus became well established early in the
imperial era and contributed hugely to the accuracy of the official
histories that came to be written for every dynasty in the wake of the
pioneering work of Sima Qian and Ban Gu. Thus, Shen Yue (441-513)
writes in 488 that when he was working on the official history of the
Liu Song dynasty, he compared seven different works on geography
plus a variety of what he calls ’miscellaneous geographical writings’ to
determines historically accurate boundaries and identify the names and
statuses of the administrative units that were used at that time. He also
writes that he relied on two different historical works to understand
the background of the post-Han period, for which there were at that
time no established dynastic histories, evaluating their evidence comparatively, making notes of the discrepancies, and weighing the account
of one against the evidence of the other.22 This discussion not only
indicates the degree of evidential research that was undertaken, but
suggests that the reader expected the author to report that he had
proceeded in this way.
In 621, the fourth year of the Tang dynasty (618-907), an official
memorialised the founding emperor Tang Taizong to suggest that
’orthodox histories’ be written for the various regional dynasties that
had existed prior to the reunification of the realm under the Tang
before the records were lost. Officials appointed to that task, urged
the memorialist, ’should assemble all that is righteous so as to guard
against evil, and encourage goodness. By making known much from
the past, they provide a mirror on the future’.23 Eight years later
Taizong set up offices for writing these dynastic histories, and a
decade after that the emperor appointed a board of over twenty
historians charged with writing the first of these, the standard history
of the Jin dynasty. Henceforth, every dynasty would be graced with an
official history in the style of Sima Qian, Ban Gu and Shen Yue, but
written by a committee and under state patronage. This development
22
23

Shen Yue, Song shu (History of the [Liu] Song dynasty),
Liu Xu (ed.), Jiu Tang shu, Beijing, 1975: 2597.

Beijing,

1974: 1028.
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ensured the continuous production of voluminous and comprehensive
records for every dynasty down to the present century, but it was not
always regarded with favour by later historians. Wan Sitong (1638-1702),
the leading historian of his generation, criticised the standard histories
compiled since the Tang because of the manner in which they were
written. As he put it, ’the officially prepared history is a hasty work of
many hands; it is like inviting men in off the streets to discuss your
household affairs’ .2’ But we do not have to wait for Wan Sitong a
millennium later to raise doubts about this way of writing history. In
708, Liu Zhiji (whose model of high, middle and recent antiquity we
noted above) raised his doubts in his now famous diatribe ’Against the
Times’. He wrote this open letter to announce his resignation from the
Office of History, to which he had been posted seven years earlier, on
the grounds that he was being pressured to alter his work for political
reasons. The gist of his argument is that a historian cannot responsibly
fulfil his obligation to write truthful history while having to submit to
the scrutiny, indecision and political interference that goes along with
official history. His request to resign was denied, and he was obliged
to remain in office for another thirteen years.
Imperial sponsorship/readership could induce more subtle effects
on history-writing. In the case of standard history of the Jin dynasty,
the first of the committee histories written in the early Tang, the
patronage of Tang Taizong induced anachronisms and distortions in
how some events were reported. A case in point is the biography of Fu
Jian, a proto-Tibetan Di who ruled over the short-lived state of the
Former Qin (351-394) and was defeated in his bid to invade south
China and conquer the Jin dynasty in the battle at Fei River in 383.
The famous account of the battle in the Jin dynastic history is filled
with typological references backward and forward: with Duke Wu’s
usurpation of the throne of the earlier state of Jin in 679 B.C., with the
Western Jin dynasty’s conquest of Wu in 280, with Sui Yangdi’s
mobilisation against Korea in 612, and with Tang Taizong’s enfeoffment of loyal followers in 627. The portrait of Fu Jian himself was
modeled on Tang Taizong, the patron of the chronicle. The purpose
of these unstated but recognisable analogies, as Michael Rogers has
shown, was ’to attest to the cosmic rightness of the event with which
they were associated’, and also to ensure that the reader would discern
24
Cited in Liang Ch’i-ch’ao, Intellectual Trends
Mass., 1959: 38.

in the

Ch’ing Period, Cambridge,
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correspondences the hand of fate at work, unobstrusively but
inexorably, in the midst of an otherwise inscrutable sequence of
events’.25 It was also to provide an exemplar for the emperor, that he
might be led in certain directions on certain policy questions.
This sort of shaping of historical narrative for present ends was not
’in the

practice in the standard histories but it occurred. The
expectation that history be used to provide analogies for state policya common

what the original memorialist of 621 called ’a mirror on the
future’-became a fact of Chinese historical practice in the Tang.
Although Robert Hartwell has argued that ’historical analogism played
a decisive role in delineating the possibilities for an independent
Chinese development of compositive social theory’, he conceded that
Tang historical method remained limited by its reliance on inductive
procedures. ’Once the analogy was discovered, the problem was often
deemed solved. The failure was primarily the result of neglecting to
search consciously for general hypotheses’.26 When argument by analogy
prevails, deductive reasoning and history is used to teach lessons,
standards of anachronism, evidence and specificity of place tend to be
set aside. Nonetheless, historians both within and outside the Office of
History continued to show sensitivity to these standards. Liu Zhiji was
outspoken in advocating an orientation that he called ’doubting anti-

to serve as

quity’, or taking a sceptical attitude toward historical facts, especially
those of the more distant past for which corroborating evidence
cannot be found in other sources. 21 Similarly, in the brief section on
history in his extensive study of literary genres, Liu Xie observes that
’when one writes about distant periods, the more distant the period
the greater the number of his errors’. 21
The revival of Confucianism in the eleventh and twelfth centuries
intensified the practice of historical analogism into a philosophical
method. Texts of all sorts, including histories, were increasingly judged
on the basis of their contribution to moral endeavour. Accordingly, in
some philosophical quarters in the Song dynasty (960-1279), objectivity
25
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of lesser importance than moral commitment. Although Piet van
der Loon has insisted that the Song marked the highpoint of Chinese
historiography in setting an ’admirable standard of accuracy and
critical senses the increasing authority of the neo-Confucian project
of self-cultivation led in a moralising direction against which accuracy
was no defense. Cheng Yi (1033-1108) allowed that the earnest student
could read history so long as he did so to probe the moral principles
underlying patterns of historical change. His stern elder brother was
less accommodating. When Cheng Hao (1032-1085) discovered that
one of his students had spent some of his study time compiling a
register of the good deeds of the ancients, he scolded him for ’trifling
with things and losing [his] purpose’ .3’ The intellectual heir of the
Cheng brothers and the great formulator of neo-Confucianism, Zhu
Xi ( 1130-1200), engaged in historical work when he edited the
monumental Zizhi tongiian (The Comprehensive Mirror as an Aid to
Government) of Sima Guang. In the process of doing so, he developed
rules of recording that ’probably constituted the most detailed system
ever devised’,31 but that achievement reflects more the precision of his
mind than the sophistication of his sense of the past. The seventeenth
century historian Gu Yanwu was rather critical of Zhu Xi’s historical
work, declaring that he often ’missed the point’.32 Zhu Xi’s knack for
missing the point derived from his political philosophy, which posited
a transcendent principle of rulership that always existed and with
which rulers either accorded or not, thereby producing good and bad
governments. This simple principle was ennobled as the Way of the
sage-emperors and Confucius, since whose time it had become obscured.
The Way itself, according to Zhu, ’simply is what it is, a thing that has
been from antiquity through modern times, without ever ceasing to
be’, and not a historical artefact. The whole value of history was that it
’illuminated the Way of heaven’.33 This was an orientation profoundly
was
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uninterested in why things happened in the past, except to the extent
that such happenings could supply grist for philosophical mills. Zhu’s
didacticism had a substantial influence on the subsequent history of
Chinese thought up until the latter half of the seventeenth century,
when a new generation of scholars began to reject Zhu’s interventions
on all fronts in favour of recovering a more original Confucianism.
In the Ming dynasty ( 1368-1644), the power of the neo-Confucian
moral vision, reinforced by its new status as the orthodox ideology of
the examination system, was sufficient to dampen a historian’s ardour
for detecting anachronism, scrutinising evidence, or specifying the
particularities of place, to say nothing of building causal explanations.
Unfortunately representative in this regard is Zhao Shenxiu’s 1584
preface to a fourteenth century compilation of extracts from the
standard histories. Zhao asserts that one must approach a work of
history by ’concentrating on the underlying principles’ rather than be
distracted by its literary merits or faults. He even allows that one does
not have to read a work of history through to the end in order to
benefit from it. What the reader must avoid is ’becoming entangled
over external signs’ (unfortunate advice if applied to evidence); rather,
he should ’reflect on the underlying spirit’. History, therefore, is not
independent of the moral purpose of the reader. ’If one reflects on
history in its own terms rather than in terms of what it means to
oneself’, he warns, ’one will be in a daze and will gain nothing
There were, however, other influences taking shape at this time that
prepared the way for major historiographical developments in the next
century. One powerful factor was the large increase in the number of
books in circulation, their greater variety and the size of the libraries
that stored them. The impact may be noted in the case of Hu Rulin
( 1551-1602). Hu was an enthusiastic collector of all manner of books,
not just the rare or unusual editions that bibliophiles used to want to
acquire. He managed to get hold of an enormous number of published
works by haunting the bookshops of Beijing, Nanjing, Suzhou and
Hangzhou, as well as by commissioning friends in other parts of the
country to send him books he could not find in his own area. By 1580
he had a library of close to four thousand titles: 820 works on history,
370 works on the classics, 1,450 on philosophy and 1,346 volumes of
other writings. The publishing industry not only provided Hu with the
34
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to assemble this impressive library,35 but it made it possible for him to write his pathbreaking study of forgeries, Sibu zheng’e
(Forgeries Detected in the Four Categories [of Literature]), completed
in 1586, in which he marked about a hundred well-known works as
forged, and explained the methodology by which he came to his
conclusions.36 Hu’s research anticipated the great evidential research
(kaozheng) movement of the eighteenth century, although his book
was little known until revived by the revisionist historian Gu Jiegang in
1929. Critical historical research using evidence on this scale would
have been practically impossible without print technology and a commercial book trade to supply books at competitive prices to a growing
affluent readership. There were limits, however, to the extent to which
books could circulate or at prices people could afford to pay. The
greatest of the eighteenth-century commentators on the standard
histories, Zhao Yi ( 1727-1814), was moved in the preface to his own
book to observe: ’My family has only a small collection of books, and
so I have been unable to check and cull as broadly as I should have’. 17
To the extent that the comment can be taken at face value; it indicates

opportunity

commitment on the part of Chinese historians to corrobortheir evidence by relying on as many sources as possible.
The turning point in the historiography of the late-imperial period
comes in the latter half of the seventeenth century, with such scholars
as Gu Yanwu and Wan Sitong, to name two already mentioned, as
and Wang
well as the equally eminent Huang Zongxi (1610-1&95)
Fuzhi ( 1619-1692). These men were deeply motivated to take the task
of history seriously because of the fall of the dynasty into which they
were born, the Ming, in 1644. All wished to understand why the Ming
had been conquered by the Manchus, and devoted themselves either
to collecting evidence and weighing arguments in order to construct
explanations for what they regarded as China’s great misfortune of
falling under barbarian rule, and to relieve themselves of the trauma of
that experience. The Manchu invasion pried the best minds of the
seventeenth century away from the conviction that only the perception
of immanent truth mattered. It drove them to history not just to reevaluate conventional judgements about the conduct of individual, but
a
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seek for practical answers to the problem of why social institutions
vulnerable to decay and change.
Wang Fuzhi was the philosopher of history among them, developing a
theory of the forward motion of time based on the unfolding of
circumstances rather than on the working of a preordained orthodoxy.
Wang thus looked back over the long chain of dynastic rises and falls
in China’s history as a series of ruptures, not as a recurrent pattern of
inevitable moral success and failure. States rose and fell as part of the
incessant motion of natural change, a motion from which he argued
human society cannot exempt itself, however it might try, by clinging
piously to moral ideals. Although we may perceive a certain circularity
in natural change, the history of social institutions is neither repetitive,
nor static: time moves.38 Wang’s work was not widely known until it
was printed in the nineteenth century, nor were Gu Yanwu’s voluminous
writings (although Gu was sufficiently well known that Zhao Yi
dedicated his work to him a century later), but the sense of mission in
their work to which the dynastic transition gave rise was not theirs
alone. It fed a much broader development of a more critical sense of
the past throughout the post-Ming intellectual world, spawning a
movement that is known as kaozheng or ’evidential research’.
In an essay that Benjamin Elman has offered as the credo of the
kaozheng movement, Wang Mingsheng ( 1722-1798) invokes factuality
as the means and end of history. The historian is in no position to
make the usual judgements of praise and blame until he has determined
the facts. Only when all the varying accounts of the facts have been
recorded and ’the discrepancies are analysed one by one, and there is
no [remaining] doubt’, is the historian able to come to a fair conclusion.
’Discussions of praise and blame are merely empty words. The writing
of history is the recording of facts. Overall the goal is simply to
ascertain the truth. Besides the facts, what can one ask for?’39 Fact was
now privileged over moral pronouncement, and history elevated above
the classics.
The new scholarship of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
was built on a growing rejection of Zhu Xi as the controlling mediator
of the Confucian tradition, and concomitantly on a sense that better
access to earlier times and purer philosophical texts was needed. The
detection of anachronism was regarded as the principal method by
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determine the actual dating of texts and discover longaccepted forgeries. The scrutiny could be relentless in its attention to
detail. Gu Yanwu even criticised Sima Qian for the mild anachronisms
of referring to important people by their later titles when he was
writing about them at earlier stages in their careers.4° The careful
weighing of a wide range of evidence was considered essential for
establishing or discrediting the truth of a fact or the authority of a
text,4’ and bibliographies of sources consulted become increasingly
common in historical works. 42 Respect for the specificity of place, as
well as the practice of on-site inspections of historical sites soared with
the rapid growth in the writing of local history and increasingly precise
typographical records. 41 Of the four standards of history with which
we began this exploration, it is awareness of causation that was least
developed. Scholars of the seventeenth century were concerned to
know why the Ming house had collapsed, but others, especially of the
eighteenth century, were drawn more to questions of purifying ritual
practice and reconstructing the textual foundation of Confucian philosophy. For all his awareness of the historicity of the classics, the
eminent but conservative historian Zhang Xuecheng (1738-1801)
insisted that evidential research was a waste of time unless it could
’enable one to speak of the Way’.44 History remained a means, not its
own end, and could not be expected to sustain its own meaning. The
goal was to reaffirm the truths of Confucianism rather than to construct
any alternative regime of ideology. Still, the conviction that truth
remained to be discovered if one wanted to exert oneself in the best
which
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methods available did lead some of the greatest minds of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to scrutinise China’s historical record
in order to better know what happened.
Writing in 1929, Arthur Hummel observed that the kaozheng
movement ’employed critical methods that were in no respect inferior
to the best scholarship in Europe at the same time’.45 If the judgement
still stands (and if anything, it stands more strongly now than it did
eighty years ago), then we must go back to the assumption with which
we began: that the Renaissance sense of the past marked an important
moment in the formation of European historiography that raised the
work of history to a high level of objectivity and correspondingly
enabled Europeans to conceptualise a medieval period from which
they had already become separated. My account of the development of
the Chinese sense of history indicates that Chinese historians, certainly
by the seventeenth century, and in some aspects centuries before, were
meeting, even surpassing, Peter Burke’s standards of anachronism,
evidence and causation, although not equally or uniformly. Yet, the
sense of the past among the Chinese did not result in specifying any
line of division marking the present off from an earlier time when the
sense of the past was not well developed. In general, critical skills in
history improved over time in China, but they did not undergo the sort
of transformation that has been suggested for Renaissance Europe.
Our exercise of scouting for signs of medievality in Chinese historiography has failed.
What do we do with this failure? My suggestion would be to turn
the charge of failure back on the assumption with which we began, in
two ways. The first is to doubt the degree of difference that Burke
posited between the medieval and the modern senses of history.
Undoubtedly there was a difference, and he has marshalled wonderful
examples to demonstrate that difference. But it may be that the power
and clarity of the new sense of history have been exaggerated in order
that the modern historian is able to bear the ideological burden of
having to construct the past in a way that testifies to the rightful
ascendancy of the modern (capitalist) regime in Europe and in the
world as a whole. In this sense, the medieval appears as an ideological
category in the service of the teleology of the modern. As such it can
have no application to China, unless it can be shown that China was at
45
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some

point on the threshold of its own modernity. To use the evidence

to make that argument would be to argue backward from
effect (a sophisticated sense of the past) to a cause (the transcendence
of a medieval period) without having first determined whether the
cause existed, or whether the effect could have been generated by
other causes. The whole trajectory collapses if we abandon the notion
that Europe’s experience is the norm against which places such as
China are defective anomalies.
The second way to question the validity of the assumption on which
this exercise depended, which follows from the first, is to question
whether the concept of medievality is theoretically defensible even in
Europe where it was coined and continues to dominate our sense of
the European past. This question is not for me to answer. Whether
historians of Europe choose to identify a medieval period, or mark off
a segment of their past by other criteria or using another term, are
matters on which a China historian is not equipped to comment. What
I can suggest is that the difficulty of identifying grounds for making off
a medieval period in China is commensurate with the likelihood that
the concept of the medieval will not find root among Chinese historians,
unless they should choose to adopt the ideology of the necessary
transcendence of an intermediate past, but that is unlikely.
Rather than establishing a specific category of medievality to which
all parts of the world can be related, it would seem more sensible
simply to use the medieval period in Europe as a segment of time
within which to observe history throughout the world, without having
to call everything ’medieval’. The value of doing so will be to encourage
research into events that happened at the same time but not appear
obviously related. This synchronous approach will in time generate a
more global understanding of what happened in medieval Europe
and, more importantly, how and in what ways what happened anywhere at that time legitimately matters for making sense of what
happened everywhere else.
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